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Pro Evolution Soccer 2015 Pro Evolution Soccer 2015 is a Pro Evolution
Soccer game developed and published by Konami. It was released in

December 2013. It features among other things also online mode,
prediction chips, on-pitch celebrations, and brand new face tracking

technology. In addition to the new features, it also got a major
overhaul of the gameplay, with a completely redesigned engine and a
more responsive on-pitch physics engine. This new engine provides

what SKIDROW believes to be the most realistic ball physics to date in
Pro Evolution Soccer. Please note that Pro Evolution Soccer 2015 is

available in several languages. The game supports English, Spanish,
German, Brazilian Portuguese, French, Italian, and Japanese

languages. The game features cutscenes and background music from
2013's Pro Evolution Soccer, which was released as the first in the PES

series to feature multilingual support. The game supports various
types of gameplay including the online mode (which includes an online
editor),the Draft Mode (where players can create their own player),the

Association Mode (which is an offline mode where you play soccer
matches on your own club), the League Mode (online soccer matches
as well as offline multi-match tournaments). The game has been met

with mixed reception. Although the change to an improved engine has
been well received, the overall quality of the game has been criticized.

It has been downloaded over 10 million times worldwide. Contents [
edit ] Gameplay [ edit ] Pro Evolution Soccer 2015 offers a lot of

features, improvements, and gameplay over 2013's Pro Evolution
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Soccer. The game offers online play in both the Association (offline)
and League (online) modes, as well as local play for Association

(offline) and World cup mode (online). There is also a mode called 'PES
Next', which is the new
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